LEARN. CONNECT. SUCCEED. ADVANCE.

LET ARMA MEMBERS
TELL YOU HOW

ARMA International supports your career with continued & meaningful
NETWORKING, forward-thinking EDUCATION, and cutting-edge BUSINESS TOOLS –
everything members need to successfully navigate the full information life cycle.
LEARN.

ARMA trains her team.

"Because I didn’t come from a record
management background, I relied on ARMA to
educate me on this profession. And then I’ve been
able to bring that professional knowledge to my
program. ARMA offers the tools you need for
professional training and furthering your career,
and it’s up to you to make the investment and to
benefit from those tools.”

Susan
Voner

ARMA gives her a professional home.

“I describe ARMA in three words – welcoming,
supportive, and encouraging.
It’s important people feel there’s a place they
belong professionally. At ARMA, you feel
accepted. Everyone is so giving of their time and
resources. I know I’m not alone, and I make sure
others know they’re not alone. We’re in this
profession together.”

Tyrene
Bada

ARMA accelerates his career.

"I credit ARMA with giving people the opportunity
to do things they wouldn’t do otherwise. The
encouraging ARMA culture brought all these
writing and speaking opportunities to me. Any
time a problem that I’m not familiar with lands on
my desk, I know I’ll be able to email or call
someone I know through ARMA and quickly gain
the necessary insight that, without ARMA, could
take days or weeks or more.”

Jason
Stearns

LOCAL & INTERNATIONAL.

- Stretch your resources through
comprehensive training courses
and rapid resource education
modules.
- Shorten your learning curve
with on-demand web seminars,
job-aids, and resource guides.
- Widen your knowledge base
through our iMasters bi-monthly
virtual roundtables.

CONNECT.
- Connect with professionals
who can help you succeed.
- Collaborate with local
members through chapter
membership.
- Communicate 24/7 using our
online member directory.
- Explore opportunities via our
career center.
- Elevate your skills through
leadership at chapter, region,
and international levels.

SUCCEED.
- Stay current on trends and
best practices in an evolving
field.
- Access our library of topicspecific resources, including
our RIM Core Competencies
Guide, benchmarking aids,
industry surveys and reports
- Read periodic white papers
and authoritative reports
- Get job-specific performance
enhancement tools, right to
your inbox.

